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Summary

(Chapters containing SMUT will be marked 'M' in the chapter title)

***

Hunger Games Alternate Universe × Alpha/Beta/Omega Dynamics
Alpha!Jungkook x Omega!Taehyung
Romance & Adventure

***

Summary:
It is year 4218.
The Capitol holds a sick mating game every year where they select one chosen omega to be thrown into a playing arena full of alphas.
All contesting alphas and the chosen omega are to be hand-picked at random from the poverty-stricken suburban districts.
The districts do not have a choice but to serve the Capitol as they possess no power against the tyrannical dictatorship of the Capitol which is currently dominating the entire world financially, politically and economically.
In this game of life and death, only the one alpha that manages to mate with the omega first gets to live while the rest are destined to die.
This year, Kim Tae Hyung from district 13 is unfortunately chosen as the omega tribute.
One
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It is year 4218.

The Capitol holds a sick mating game every year where they select one chosen omega to be thrown into a playing arena full of alphas.
All contesting alphas and the chosen omega are to be hand-picked at random from the poverty-stricken suburban districts.

The districts do not have a choice but to serve the Capitol as they possess no power against the tyrannical dictatorship of the Capitol which is currently dominating the entire world financially, politically and economically.

In this game of life and death, only the one alpha that manages to mate with the omega first gets to live while the rest are destined to die.

This year, Kim Tae Hyung from district 13 is unfortunately chosen as the omega tribute.

The young omega is beyond terrified.

He doesn't have to die in the game but he will most certainly be savagely taken by a random alpha for the game to come to an end.

He will then have to spend his entire life with the foreign alpha because of the bond made during the event.

In other words, the moment Taehyung’s name is announced in his district’s assembly, he already knows his life is going to be in ruins.

Crying in utter shock, disbelief and sadness, Taehyung bids goodbye to his family members and friends and set out on a one-way-journey to tragedy.

***

Jungkook from district 1 is chosen alongside 99 other alphas spread out across many other districts.

Only 1 in a 100 gets to survive and earn a mate at the same time.
Strangely, Jungkook feels exceedingly calm the moment his name is announced.

If it has to be an alpha chosen from his district, Jungkook is glad to be that alpha.

He knows that he is a good fighter and a strong one too.

The young alpha has been training his whole life in case of this situation so if it has to be an alpha chosen from his district, he'd rather it is himself.

With a bitter smile on his face, Jungkook bids goodbye to his crying family members and friends, packs his bag silently and before he leaves with the people from the capitol, he says: "I'll be back."

***

Once Jungkook reaches the capitol, he is given a lavish room to stay in and is told that he has one full week to train before the start of the hunger games.

Hearing that, Jungkook begins to strategize.

He can't die.

He won't allow himself to die because of some sick game organized by the rich.

If only one alpha survives, Jungkook will make sure it is himself. He has been preparing himself for this moment his entire life and he cannot afford to lose focus now.

Jungkook knows exactly what he has to do - 1. kill off all other attacking and defending alphas without mercy once the game starts, 2. trace the omega down by scenting, 3. take him as fast as possible before the rest can possibly do so.

In the next couple of days, Jungkook decides to elevate his chances of winning by training himself thoroughly in the common training area.

He meets all sorts of other alphas, makes some friends and foes alike but Jungkook knows deep in his heart that he cannot trust anyone, not even the amicable ones because ultimately they are still going to kill one another including himself once the game begins.
Jungkook's heart hurts because he sees for himself that these alphas are ultimately, still people too.

Some are fearful, some are angry and some are extremely focused in their training not bothering to socialize at all but ultimately all of them just want to survive and go back to their families.

These alphas are all young and unmated very much like himself. Similarly, they all want to live through this.

For some reason, Jungkook starts to feel awful.

***

On the fourth day of the preparatory week, the identity of the unmated omega is revealed to both capitol spectators and the alphas.

It is only a short advertising video where the omega gives a quick introduction of his name, age and the district he comes from.

His voice is shaking and his eyes fidgety.

He looks completely terrified and uncomfortable but he continues to speak the lines that he is forced to say.

A total of a 10-second-long video is enough for Jungkook to detect how vastly alone and horrified the omega is but also in it he witnesses the most beautiful person he has ever seen.

The omega is indeed, the most beautiful person he has ever seen. The blonde hair, the blue eyes, the pale skin, the desirable red lips that resembles the softest of roses make Jungkook falter slightly.

Suddenly, the alpha finds himself questioning whether it is even alright to take this beautiful omega against his will, even if it means winning the game.

However, Jungkook also recognizes that if he doesn't take the omega, the others will.

Jungkook lapses into feelings of anguish.

Lost and confused, Jungkook decides to take two days away from training to rest and sleep while the other alphas continue to train in excitement as the prized omega they have just witnessed is even
more beautiful than they thought he would be.

Little did they know that resting adequately can become an even greater weapon than training itself.

***

After the reveal, the stadium where the event will be broadcasted at has their tickets completely sold out to the zestful rich civilians in the city.

They are enthralled by the beauty of Taehyung and are eager to watch what sort of bloody drama would unfold for this beautiful boy.

Having been watching the hunger games for years, these civilians of the Capitol seem to be have been completely desensitized to the fact that the players of the game are suffering in misery so that their thrilled hearts can be momentarily entertained.

To them, the contestants in the game are only fictional objects sheltered behind TV screens.

The deaths are thus not particularly heart-breaking - like mass massacres in war films that manifests ultimately as nothing but cold factual statistics.

***

On the last day before the games, Jungkook wakes up from his bed still feeling morally conflicted.

Between his life and the omega's dignity, is there a way in which he can save both?

If he ultimately gets to claim the omega, he will have to live with him forever as his mate and it just doesn’t make sense to Jungkook to disrespect his future mate like this in front of millions.

Jungkook sits in his room and is silent for a long time thinking for a solution.

Finally, Jungkook hits an eureka moment and begins penning a note.

It is a note for Taehyung.

No alphas are allowed to contact Taehyung in any way before the game but rules are meant to be broken especially for a game that shouldn't have even existed in the first place.

After he is done with the note, Jungkook leaves his room and heads towards the separate block
where Taehyung is rumoured to live in or rather, caged in.

It is not easy to reach Taehyung for the security there is tight but Jungkook already has a plan to overcome the stringent safety controls enforced in that region.

Skilfully, the alpha plucks a rose from the garden enroute to Taehyung’s block and in the process he smiles slightly while placing something unknown in between the rosebuds of the flower as an important gift to Taehyung.

He then places both the note and the little flower into his chest pocket before beginning on his mission to reach the omega.

***

In no time, Jungkook arrives to the block tower where Taehyung resides in.

Stealthily, Jungkook sneaks into the tower and steals the uniform coat and name-tag of an alpha guard who has dozed off.

He then checks the records to learn that Taehyung is living at the only room on the 99th level at the tip of the tower.

Silently, he ascends to Taehyung’s location via the lift and successfully enters Taehyung’s room with a swipe of his access card left in the guard’s uniform.

At that time, Taehyung is bathing in the shower.

Jungkook leaves the note and flower on the table and takes a glance at Taehyung’s naked silhouette through the frosted glass door.

He can’t see much but he can most certainly see the outlines of Taehyung’s figure.

Jungkook’s heart races to a maddening pace.

After a few moments of dazing out, Jungkook recalls that he needs to go.

Reluctantly, he proceeds to leave Taehyung’s room, heads back to the sleeping guard, places the uniform next to him and quietly sneaks out.

Jungkook subconsciously imprints the traces of Taehyung’s beautiful body into the deepest trench of his memory as he returns to his own room.
If given a chance, he will want to give the whole world to this omega, he will never want to hurt his pureness even if it means annihilating himself at the finish line.
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Taehyung who is unaware of what just happened comes out of the shower to notice new items placed on the table.

It is a note and a rose.

Furrowing his brows, Taehyung reads the note.

"If I could love you, I would but if I couldn't, I wish to at least protect you. The rose isn't important but what is hidden inside it will help you escape from the other alphas and also, from myself."

Taehyung looks inside the rose to see two pheromone-suppressing pills lying between the rose buds and gasps in shock before bursting out in tears.

Someone has brought a miracle to him.

In year 3610, there was a phenomenon in which the omega in the game made it through unscathed by successfully hiding from the alphas until they eventually killed one another off in competition.

With this pills, there is a heightened chance in which Taehyung can repeat history by evading the attention of all the alphas in the game - he just has to outlive them now.

But the thing is - who gave these pills to him?

Certainly not the people from the capitol, they wouldn't want to destroy their own game like that.

Could it really be that one of the alpha contestants that gave this to Taehyung with the intention to sacrifice himself?

Suddenly, Taehyung feels immensely hopeful and emotional.
Though the note was written anonymously, Taehyung can still catch onto the lingering scent of Jungkook through it.

He closes his eyes and takes a deep breath, allowing the dominating scent to invade his senses.

Taehyung is unexpectedly soothed as if he is inside the embrace of this alpha.

He decides to remember this alpha's gentleness.

“Thank you…” Taehyung mutters to himself gratefully, feeling protected for the first time ever since his name is announced as tribute.

***

On the day of the event, Taehyung secretly consumes the pills.

Among the cheers of the spectating crowd in the stadium, all he hears is the beat to his own palpitating heart.

Taehyung is so nervous and scared but at least he feels a tiny bit safer because of the alpha he doesn’t know is named Jungkook.

Eventually, the alphas leave the sickening stadium first to descend into a simulated playing arena to familiarise with the pseudo forest-like setup.

Jungkook along with the 99 other alphas are stunned to see that everything looks so real.

The sky looks so real, the mountains looks so real and the water bodies, trees and animals all look so real.

Jungkook has to keep reminding himself that all these are fake.
This is all an indoor simulation made from advanced technology with cameras everywhere to detect their every move.

Every move of theirs is under surveillance.

Jungkook rolls his eyes and scans the area to familiarise with the environmental details.

The game hasn't officially start but tension is already dominating the entire region because the alphas all know that once the announcer screams "begin!" - they will really have to start killing one another.

An hour later, Taehyung is sent into the arena a fair distance away from the alphas' locations and the game officially begins.

"3 2 1 begin! May the odds be in your favour," the alphas and Taehyung hear the announcement blasts from the simulated sky above and immediately enter a fight-or-flight mode.

Unlike the alphas, Taehyung has a secret advantage now in which he is able to scent incoming alphas and run to hide accordingly while the alphas aren't able to scent him for at least the first 3 days till the pills wear-off.

The alphas will have to search for him by eye.

Currently, Taehyung is able to sense that the alphas are nowhere near him yet because he isn't able to detect any pheromones.

He decides to rest apprehensively for a little by the secluded riverbed, his eyes filled with fear and uncertainty.

In this moment, Taehyung wishes Jungkook is by his side.
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20 minutes into the game and Jungkook has already killed some 5 alphas that came to attack him like savages the moment the game began.

The other alphas who witnessed Jungkook's prowess in fighting move away in fear to hide first while plotting in a given map certain landmarks near shelter and water sources where they can possibly find Taehyung.

While the other alphas aggregate in clans to work together temporarily, Jungkook remains a one-man-team.

He doesn't need to find Taehyung, he just needs to protect him.

None of these alphas deserves the beautiful omega, not even himself and teammates are going to betray one another eventually once the numbers run low so the concept of teamwork is just fallacious and paradoxical to begin with.

So Jungkook decides to stay alone.

He sets traps and he sets fires so that he can set Taehyung free.

Killing off the other alphas one by one, Jungkook have tears streaming down his seemingly emotionless face.

He wonders if he is doing the right thing in the first place.

Is it really the right thing to do to kill 100 lives including himself to save one?

Every alpha here has their own story, their own families and their own future.
Of course it isn’t right.

Of course it isn’t right to kill others but what shocks Jungkook the most is that when this question rings in his head, the answer in his heart is a solid yes.

If it is for Taehyung, he doesn’t mind committing these sins and to suffer alone endlessly in guilt just so that that he can protect the innocent omega from harm.

He doesn’t mind carrying the deaths of the other alphas on his shoulders just so that Taehyung can be safe.

Even if Taehyung doesn’t know of his existence yet, even if Taehyung isn’t ultimately his to own, Jungkook still thinks that all of what he is doing is worth it.

Thinking about all these, the alpha comes to a realization that he is already deeply in love.

***

Taehyung freezes up when he smells a group of alphas approaching. In panic, the omega quickly runs to hide behind a tree with tears welling in his eyes from fear because from his nose he is able to discern that none of the alphas is the one that gave him that note yesterday.

"Where are you sweetie? Are you here?" speaks one of the alphas with a smirk.

It has been 10 hours into the game and everyone including Taehyung and all the other surviving 53 alphas are getting a little restless and tired.

The spectators in the stadium hold their breaths as they watch the group of alphas approaching their hiding prey like an exciting scene in the movies - this is possibly the first encounter of any alpha with the omega and they can't wait to see what happens from it.

The winner can emerge now, any moment.

As the alphas approach closer and closer to Taehyung, Taehyung accidentally lets out a choked sob due to his increasingly erratic breathing which immediately catches the attention of all the alphas.
Taehyung's heart skips a beat when the alphas' heads collectively snap towards his direction.

Taehyung is unfortunately spotted in this instant.

Seeing Taehyung for the first time in reality, the alphas suddenly feel a wave of adrenaline overwhelming their system - this is it.

Take this omega and they get to survive this game and earn a beautiful mate at the same time.

Without warning, the alphas abruptly break into a sprint as they charge like savages towards Taehyung and that is the moment Taehyung realizes that he cannot hide any longer.

He is already found and he needs to run for his life now and so the terrified Taehyung turns the other way and runs as fast as his legs can carry him.

Taehyung is crying, gasping and his knees feel so weak even as he is running at full speed.

It is indeed the most horrifying thing he has ever experienced - to smell the ominous danger radiating off so many growling alphas who are collectively bolting towards him currently, holding not just the usual lust an alpha possesses towards an omega but also the intense desire to savagely claim him for life.

Taehyung is running so fast, as fast as he can but ultimately, he is still slower compared to the fitter alphas.

The moment one of the alphas catches up and grabs him by his arm, Taehyung immediately starts struggling turbulently trying to push the heavier alpha off him but of course, this alpha is unable to hold onto Taehyung for long because a few seconds later, the other contestants from the same team arrive only to roughly pull the alpha away from Taehyung.

A fight for Taehyung begins and in the process Taehyung runs for cover again.

Amongst this group of alphas, the strongest one named Gong Yoo is able to cripple 4 other alphas skilfully while still keeping Taehyung in sight.
As the electronic profiles of his dead friends surface in the sky to announce their official death to all remaining playing contestants, Gong Yoo lets out a victorious growl.

Taehyung is finally his to claim.

Gong Yoo doesn't even spare a second to shed a tear for his dead alpha friends before sprinting up to chase Taehyung and in no time he succeeds in the race.

Gong Yoo grabs onto Taehyung roughly eliciting a petrified yelp from Taehyung. He immediately pins the violently trembling omega to the tree and realizes that he is unable to smell the omega.

However, it doesn't matter why he can't smell the omega now, he just needs to take the omega and survive this game.

"Please! Let me go...." Taehyung begs weakly and his soft breathless voice immediately breaks into frightened screams when he feels Gong Yoo trying to pull his shirt off. He struggles violently in Gong Yoo’s grasp as he attempts to emerge free.

"I don't want to do this too but I want to live for goodness sake! Stop struggling and at least this will be less painful for both of us," Gong Yoo explains and sighs but continues to assault Taehyung.

Suddenly, Gong Yoo widens his eyes and abruptly goes completely limp.

He gasps and falls to the ground, an arrow seen to have pierced through his back.

The shocked alpha takes the last few seconds of his life to realize he is shot by an arrow before finally fainting into death.

At this moment, Taehyung is still shell-shocked and trembling in his place.

He looks up to see an alpha lowering his bow of a weapon down, making an eye contact with him that lasts for some 5 seconds.

In the face of another alpha, Taehyung realizes he needs to run again but before he can even make a move, the alpha that had just killed Gong Yoo for him just turns his head around and walks away.
He just walks away in the opposite direction.

He throws the bow onto the bushes and walks away leaving both Taehyung, the commentator and the stadium spectators completely stunned.

"Wait!" Taehyung shouts and the alpha who he doesn't know is named Jungkook halts in his tracks but doesn't turn around to face Taehyung.

"Just stay alive. Leave the rest to me," says Jungkook and he walks away, his scent revealing to Taehyung that he is the one that gave him the note, pills and the lovely rose yesterday.

As Jungkook walks away, Taehyung is completely speechless.

His heart breaks into a million pieces and yet he feels so safe from harm.

It is a bittersweet feeling.

This alpha here is protecting him without asking for anything in return.

Taehyung realizes that in this moment, he is already deeply in love.

---
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After Jungkook is gone, Taehyung retreats to a secluded cave and sleeps for some hours.

He dreams of Jungkook and it is a beautiful dream.

In the dream, Jungkook is there beside him and they are away from this chaos in peace.

When the day breaks, the omega wakes into the nightmare-like reality and stays alert on his toes again.

He watches the official death reports in anxiety and heaves a sigh of relief when Jungkook doesn’t show up in the list of 22 newly murdered alphas.

At least Jungkook is still alive and just thinking about this makes Taehyung feel less lonely in his situation.

He has someone protecting him from his shadows, someone he already feels like he belongs to.

Love is strange isn’t it?

Love can start from a simple gesture of kindness, a respectable consideration into something more but when it transcends to a level of selflessness and sacrifice, it is undeniably already love. Taehyung doesn’t even know Jungkook’s name yet but he is able to detect the immense responsibility Jungkook feels for himself and in that responsibility, he feels Jungkook’s selfless love too.

Jungkook is a stranger and he is far away but Taehyung can already detect a warmth and a connection.

Yes, there is already a connection built and Taehyung can feel it from within.

The omega doesn't want Jungkook to die, not in this game.

Silently, Taehyung prays that the alpha of his dreams survives till the end and that they will meet again when that moment comes.

***

Jungkook proceeds with his killings with profound anger and sadness.

He tries to repress his emotions but he can’t.

Having have murdered countless of other alphas, Jungkook is too frustrated and grief-stricken to the
point where he starts to feel numb to the guilt.

All he can think about currently is the scene of Gong Yoo trying to assault Taehyung and how the traumatized omega was left in a trance trembling in his tattered clothes.

The alphas he have killed might not have deserved to die but if they didn't, they would eventually harm Taehyung and Jungkook can't bear to let that happen.

Moreover, Jungkook had wanted so much to stay by Taehyung's side to protect him when they had met yesterday but he knew he had to leave.

He still remembers how his heart rate spiked and how he started to see red the moment he made eye contact with the omega and in the immense love he had felt for Taehyung, he could also feel his thoughts gradually disintegrating into a sort of primal want and attraction.

So he had to leave.

He had to leave because he didn't trust the alpha in him to not savagely take Taehyung right there and then in all the attraction and love he feels for the omega.

So all he can do for Taehyung right now is to risk his life to kill off all the other alphas before they can reach Taehyung and after all their deaths, Jungkook would then finally end himself.

He would end himself before doing something dishonourable to an omega he loves at first sight and has sworn to protect.

To Jungkook, he would rather die an honourable death than to forcefully degrade someone he loves in front of millions.

Though the live stream of the games would cut off right after the alpha sinks teeth into the omega's bonding scent gland - a policy put in place ever since the 3000s to make the event safe and decent to view for all - it still isn't nice to depict the savage act of claiming a mate right in front of the whole world.

It is as if the rich wants to use this as a chance to label people from the poorer districts as uncivilized animals and they hold this game every year to console themselves that they are right.

That the contestants inside the game they watch aren't people.

That the contestants inside the game they watch don't have souls.

That the contestants inside the game they watch aren't worthy of the right to live and the choice to choose whom they mate with just because their ancestors done theirs wrong in a civil war long long time ago.
Do these people from the capitol really think this is an okay thing to do?

From the mass of rich people watching these at the stadium, is there really not a single person who thinks this whole event is a sick game that shouldn't exist in the first place?

Or are they too desensitized after watching this happen every year?

As if they are just watching a movie, an exciting movie as 99 alphas die in vain.

What a sad, sad world.

Jungkook continues to kill more alphas as his mind suffers in turmoil and pain, knowing very well that the crowd is cheering the moment he successfully murders another man.

Deep in his heart, he has a wish and that is to show the capitol that they are awfully mistaken.

That he honours the alphas he have killed - every single one of them, that he honours freedom of choice from the weakest gender and finally, that he honours love.

As Jungkook kills the last alpha in the game, he sits a little while down by the riverside, catches some fishes and have a meal.

He then faints into a sleep for two hours.

When Jungkook wakes up again, he proceeds to do something that no one could ever imagine an alpha contestant would do:

Instead of quickly finding Taehyung to claim him, Jungkook takes some hours to return to all the locations where the other alphas are killed, digs a grave for them and buries each and every one of them into the ground. He then carves their names down on stones with a pocket knife, building each of them a decent tombstone to rest by.

Everyone in the stadium watches in silence some 3 hours of an alpha mourning, watching how this alpha remembers every single alpha that has been killed in this game.

Even the commentator is mute silent at Jungkook's actions.

In the face of something so hauntingly upsetting, the people from the capitol are suddenly unable to handle this reality check and start flocking away from the stadium in angry tears for they have lost the desire to watch an adventurous game-turned-mass funeral whereas the rest of the die-hard hunger games fans continue to stay at the stadium to watch how the story ends.
They must know how the story ends and whether Jungkook is ultimately going to claim Taehyung.

Will the year 3610 mishap repeat again in today’s game?

Hopefully not.

As the clock ticks further into the night, the remaining spectators at the stadium stare intently into the 2 separate live broadcast screens, watching Jungkook’s and Taehyung’s every movement with full attention.
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Inside the simulation, Taehyung shivers alone in the pelting rain as he embarks on a journey to find Jungkook.

He knows that Jungkook is the only alpha left surviving in this game from the official death reports but he also knows that Jungkook isn't going to find him.

If Taehyung remembers correctly, Jungkook's note had read:

"If I could love you, I would but if I couldn’t, I wish to at least protect you. The rose isn't important but what is hidden inside it will help you escape from the other alphas and also, from myself."

Apart from the other alphas, Jungkook wanted to protect Taehyung from himself too.

Yesterday, Jungkook had also walked away from Taehyung when he could have just claimed Taehyung to end the game but he didn't.

In other words, Taehyung realizes that Jungkook will rather make a suicidal decision than to claim himself and Taehyung can sense all of the alphas' agony, kindness and love in his heart.

Initially, Taehyung thought that he would rather die than to be claimed by a random alpha in a sick game, but Jungkook isn't random.

Jungkook is a stranger but he isn’t random.

The alpha have protected him without asking for anything in return.

What a great man Jungkook is, to be able to repress his inner desires to do something beyond himself.
Though Taehyung has yet to learn the alpha's name and had only interacted with the alpha for less than a minute or so, he has already decided in his heart that he wants to save the alpha that have saved him.

This alpha saved him from some 90 other alphas and Taehyung wishes to at least save this alpha once.

So Taehyung runs as fast as he can in the rain in search for the trace a scent he has already ingrained deep into his memory.

He needs to find Jungkook before Jungkook ends himself in suicide.

He needs to find that scent again, that scent that soothes him so immensely amidst the frightening darkness of the simulated forest, a scent that makes him feel like he is home.

Taehyung doesn't even care if he needs to be claimed by Jungkook in front of millions for all he cares about now is the safety of a man he already loves with all his heart.

Truth is, Taehyung doesn’t mind becoming Jungkook’s mate. For an alpha so gentle and loving, Taehyung thinks it is his fortune in the first place to earn the heart of Jungkook.

Soon enough, Taehyung manages to catch onto a trail of Jungkook's scent. He widens his eyes in hope and charges as fast as his legs can carry him towards the clue.

The moment Taehyung sees Jungkook emerge into his sight, he bursts out crying and runs to hug Jungkook from behind.

"I'm so glad I've found you! Please don't kill yourself for me...” Taehyung begs as he pants heavily from too much running.

At this moment, Jungkook is already in the midst of building the final grave with tears in his eyes - a grave for himself to rest in alongside the other alphas who have died in the game.
He had wanted to end himself so that Taehyung could escape the game unscathed.

He loves Taehyung so he doesn't want to force him to mate.

He also recognizes that he isn’t special - he is just like any of the other alphas when it comes to this and that he should end himself along with the rest before he can possibly harm Taehyung for his own benefit.

He doesn't know that Taehyung loves him back too.

Upon realizing that Taehyung has been trying to find him, Jungkook is completely speechless for a few moments.

"You ---" the shocked Jungkook turns around to face a crying Taehyung hugging him behind and attempts to speak but before he can utter the next word, Taehyung holds onto his face by the jaws and forcefully slams his lips against Jungkook's to shut him up.

Time freezes as they kiss and Jungkook's eyes widen for the first two seconds before they gradually soften into closure as he indulges in the unexpected kiss.

He actually feels loved and wanted by Taehyung, someone he is afraid to reach out to but loves dearly.

Although he is in an awkward stance not knowing where to place his hands, Jungkook still wishes for this beautiful moment to last forever.

This kiss, this kiss with Taehyung is everything he can dream of.

Jungkook silently savours Taehyung’s faint heavenly scent through his nostrils and wonders how the
omega will smell like when the effects of the suppressants were to fully wear off.

He is quite sure that he will lose his mind when that occasion arrives.

Ruffling onto Taehyung's soft velvety blonde hair, Jungkook finally puts his arms into use and hugs onto the smaller omega as they continue to kiss passionately.

However, the moment Jungkook feels the adrenaline rush characteristic of an alpha's lust, Jungkook immediately tries to pull away.

To his surprise, Taehyung quickly grabs onto Jungkook's withdrawing arms and says to his face with eyes of determination: "it's okay. I want you to take me just as much as you want to. Do it and let's get out of here together."

"Are you sure? There is no turning back after this for you and I don't want you to do this just to save me. You don't even know my person yet and we've just met for less than a day through this game. Your bond isn't for charity, Taehyung, you need to think carefully about your life, what if -- " Jungkook explains in worry but Taehyung cuts him off.

Taehyung is touched that Jungkook is worrying about him, but this alpha talks too much.

"No what ifs so just take me, alpha, because this is no charity. I already love you since the very beginning and don't fret, I think I already know what kind of a person you are so just take me, take me as if no one’s watching."

That is when Jungkook finally snaps.

Taehyung's firm words ignite millions of emotions and they erupt inside him like an exploding volcano - Everything: the opposing love and lust he feels for the omega, the conflicting gentleness and aggression his mind keeps flickering between, the dilemma of whether he should pull away or to keep moving towards the love of his life - all these confusion he feels for Taehyung instantly erupts into a chaotic yet beautiful mess of emotions inside him.

Being told not to restrain himself, Jungkook finally lets the alpha in him free.
He pulls Taehyung roughly towards himself and grabs onto Taehyung's already tattered shirt by the neck region, eliciting a soft whimper of submission from Taehyung who looks mildly anxious and unprepared for the sudden change in Jungkook’s behaviour.

With a violent yank, the entirety of Taehyung’s shirt is being ripped off from his shoulders.

In this moment, Taehyung instinctively yelps in shock at the sudden violence but immediately calms down when Jungkook proceeds to kiss him softly down his neck, rubbing onto his nape to assure him that everything is okay.

"Trust me, I won't truly hurt you but this will hurt a little," Jungkook whispers softly as his lips trail down gently along Taehyung's collarbone then without warning, he abruptly sinks his teeth deep into Taehyung's bonding scent glands to mark Taehyung for life as his bonded mate.

Taehyung sees red in this instant and gasps.

The feeling of being claimed is nothing like he could have ever imagined.

The omega begins to howl in extreme pain and pleasure and although he wanted this, his body starts to react by violently pushing Jungkook away which is a fairly normal response during a claim because an omega will tend to be too physically overwhelmed to think straight.

In this moment, Jungkook has to hold the violently trembling and struggling omega down in place so that he doesn't accidentally hurt himself by breaking the formation of a bond that cannot be reversed.

There really is no turning back now and they are mates for life.

Taehyung feels the blood oozing out of his neck as he gazes at Jungkook's deeply reddened eyes in wondrous amazement but also in profound physical shock for the sensation is too much for him to process and handle.

All he can feel is every nerve in his body becoming increasingly sensitive as if they are syncing themselves to Jungkook’s touch.
After a few moments, Taehyung finally calms. His eyes dilate at the sight of his one and only love.

"What is your name, alpha? I need to know your name," Taehyung asks breathlessly before gasping in sensory shock once again when Jungkook retracts his teeth from Taehyung after making sure that their bond is already complete.

"I'm Jungkook," Jungkook speaks and smiles for the very first time to Taehyung to which Taehyung blushes furiously.

Thankfully for the suppressants, Jungkook is able to not pounce onto the shy Taehyung right now - he will do it later tonight when they are alone in private.

At this moment, the simulation finally disassembles into lifeless panels of display, the entire system along with the fake trees, water, skies closes as the grass-like platform they are standing on abruptly rises from the indoor basement arena onto the stadium above.

"And the winner for the year is: Jungkook from district 1!"

The moment they surface onto the stadium's stage, the commentator screams dramatically while the crowd cheers.

Microphones are immediately shoved into Jungkook and Taehyung's faces with camera flashes flooding them as if they are some sort of movie stars from another planet.

While Taehyung puts on a slightly perplexed face after being suddenly extracted from the game and chooses not to comment, Jungkook is beyond agitated.

He decides to say some things with a sarcastic tone:

"Greetings to all the esteemed people of the Capitol. First of all, I would like to thank the organizing committee for inviting me to this wonderful game. I have never single-handedly buried so many humans in my life before in a day and I think that till the day I die I will remember this memorable experience very well."
“The technology is amazing as well so thank you for investing so much money into building a game like this where I can play and use resources from for free these 2 days including my week-long preparatory stay here in the luxurious hotel. I am also curious as to how the fishes are made because they taste so good and natural.

“Last but not least, I thank you for introducing a wonderful mate like Taehyung to me in the course of this amazing event. We will certainly strive to grow old together and I hope you people from the Capitol that have yet to find a loved one is able to do so soon! Maybe playing this game can help do you a huge favour in life! All the best and will you excuse me and my mate - we are going back to our rooms to rest and to get to know each other better so please continue celebrating without us. Goodbye and once again, thank you very much!"

With that, Jungkook just grabs the still innocently confused Taehyung by the hand and walks off.

He then proceeds to make sweet passionate love to Taehyung the entire night to complete the bond. (I’ll be writing the full M18 scene next chapter under appendix)

When they finally get to return home, Jungkook visits Taehyung’s village with him first to ask for his hand in marriage.

Taehyung agrees in tears and under the blessing of his family and friends, Taehyung returns with Jungkook to district 1 where Jungkook resides in and the couple gets married successfully.

They live happily from then on, birthing some 4 beautiful pups in their later life but what about the hunger games and the people in the capitol?

Well, after year 4218, the hunger games have been officially cancelled.

The government has announced that the reason for cancelling the game is due to reforms in the financial budget planning in lieu of limiting resources, but rumours have it that it is because the capitol is still shocked by Jungkook’s eloquently savage words and is starting to actually ponder the absurdity of this game.

Well, it is too bad isn't it?
The existence of hunger games is unmistakably a mistake in the first place and it definitely is better to realize it now than never.

Not only does the game waste colossal amount of resources, alphas like Jungkook can also take the chance to sideward-humiliate them into shame.

So it is assumed that the Capitol have Jungkook to thank for in enlightening them because besides the other 99 murdered alphas, it seems like Jungkook has decided to casually murder this game too.

So goodbye, Hunger Games - and here's a grave carved with kindness for you:

------------------------------------------------------
| RIP Hunger Games - 3012 - 4218 |
------------------------------------------------------

-The End-

(WAIT FOR S(M)UT DON'T RUN AWAY YET SEE NEXT CHAPTER)
Chapter Summary

The promised smut for this ABO x hunger games fic. Enjoy~

The night after hunger games, Taehyung and Jungkook return to Taehyung’s suite in the tower to complete the bond.

Jungkook is as gentle as he can be with the frail omega who seems to have lost weight over the past few stressful days. Taehyung appears so small and frail yet so beautiful and the alpha wishes to love and protect Taehyung forever.

Once the room door closes, the alpha wraps his arms around the omega’s waist and kisses him gently against the side wall.

Upon the touch of the alpha’s rich lips, Taehyung starts to blush profusely under the dim orange night lights, an awareness that they are both truly alone in this current moment comes creeping into his mind that seems to be bursting with emotions now.

He returns the kiss initially with some hesitation, wrapping his arms around Jungkook’s neck and moans in surprise a few times when the alpha presses closer and gets a little more aggressive with his tongue.

“Someone wasn’t this shy earlier on when we were still in the simulation?” Jungkook pulls away and whispers with a quirked eyebrow, his previously serious persona edging into that of a dandy young man as he instinctively starts eyeing the bonding mark, or rather, his mark on Taehyung’s neck.

Upon hearing the reference, Taehyung doesn’t speak but blushes even more furiously now and hits Jungkook slightly on the chest with a pout.

“Stop teasing! You’re so --- hmmm? Jungkook are you okay? What’s wrong?” Taehyung retaliates with a whiny voice but before he can finish his scoldings, he notices that Jungkook’s eyes are suddenly widening in some sort of a physical shock leading him to immediately break into a state of concern. The alpha starts to pant in stress.
“You….I think your pills have just worn off…you smell so good…you are so... so gorgeous...” Jungkook states in a stuttering voice now unable to fully think straight. His nostrils start to flare up, his chest rising and falling in the grave amount of sensory shock he is experiencing. Sweat starts trickling down his forehead as he looks into Taehyung’s eyes with passion and lust.

Previously, Taehyung’s scent is restrained by the pills but now that it has completely worn off, the powerful yet soft scent of the omega is able to come ramming right through Jungkook’s olfactory system like trains of drugs coursing and flooding through the major blood vessels in Jungkook’s body.

Seeing that Jungkook is struggling from just the scent of him, Taehyung chuckles.

“Seems like this is happening just in time~ Not so smug now are you?” Taehyung says with a cheeky smile and that is when Jungkook suddenly switches into seriousness again.

“Forgive me alright Taehyung? Forgive me if I can’t be gentle...I can’t think straight, I need to take you right now,” Jungkook clings on to the last bit of his sanity to say this as he bares his teeth against Taehyung’s neck where the bond mark resides.

Hearing that, for some reason Taehyung isn’t a least bit afraid. He knows he is in safe hands no matter what and just closes his eyes in relief.

“Yes Jungkook, just take me as you wish. I am submitting to you. You can rest assured and let your inner wolf go free now,” Taehyung says as he lowers his gaze downwards to indicate full submission to his alpha.

Seeing that, Jungkook finally loses it. He crashes his body onto Taehyung and the first thing he does is to sink his sharp teeth again into Taehyung’s neck causing Taehyung to yelp in pain yet in the pain there resides the pleasure of being connected with Jungkook again.

“I love you so much. My omega,” Jungkook mutters in a voice clouded with so much emotions and desire. He then proceeds to kiss the omega along his neckline from his sensitive ear to his rosy blushing cheeks to his slender neck and onwards to the pretty curvatures of his prominent collar bones. Through the process, Taehyung just moans with half-lidded eyes while trying to remove the clothing on Jungkook’s skin, feeling his temperature rising exponentially to the heat radiating between their bodies.
“My alpha…” Taehyung reciprocates to Jungkook’s claim as the couple stumble in the troughs of passionate kissing towards the bed. During the process, clothes are removed and by the time they land in the softness of bed sheets they are both naked.

Jungkook wastes no time in straddling Taehyung’s hips, lifting the omega’s legs up to expose his lower regions that are already slicked from preparation. Seeing that he is in a vulnerable position, Taehyung blushes and tries to close his legs but Jungkook holds him in position.

“Don’t hide omega, you are mine to claim now,” Jungkook growls with part aggression and part gentleness causing the omega to immediately stop his resistance. Instead, he diverts his attention to the length between Jungkook’s legs extending and hardening and pulsating with desire and suddenly feels so nervous.

Can he take all of that? It looks so…enormous.

However after a few moments of doubt Taehyung decides to not worry too much.

He trusts that his omega body is designed to take whatever his alpha is going to give him.

As Jungkook aligns his shaft at Taehyung’s entrance pushing in through the tight ring of muscles, all Taehyung does is squirm slightly from the immense discomfort.

“Jungkook ah….hmmm….ahhh!” Taehyung screams a little and feels some tears escaping his eyes. It is painful and for some reason he is starting to shake.

“Relax Taehyung, you can take this,” Jungkook switches to a slightly gentler tone upon seeing Taehyung’s distress. After giving the omega some decent time to adjust, the alpha starts to send in deep thrusts, his pace quickening after every stroke and his growls getting even more aggressive every passing second. He lowers his torso and spreads Taehyung’s defensive arms open, kissing the omega all over his face, neck and chest.

“Ahhh …..don’t stop this feels good…it hurts so good….Jungkook ah….” Taehyung murmurs while sobbing between moans as his body is bent into a painful angle beneath the alpha. Jungkook is thrusting so hard into Taehyung such that the bed is creaking back and forth but Taehyung doesn’t resist it a single bit. He holds his legs up without moving away even though they are trembling from the force given by his alpha.
Taehyung loves Jungkook and he wants to take in all of him, even if it hurts.

“Good omega...you are doing great....” Jungkook encourages and kisses Taehyung on the lips again before gripping onto Taehyung’s hips forcefully slamming the omega down onto his wolf cock at an incredible rate. The angle hits directly into the opening of Taehyung’s omega channel causing Taehyung to finally scream from the overwhelming sensation without any restraints.

“Ah!!! Jungkook it’s there! Knot me there alpha!” Taehyung cries in shock and passion and that is when Jungkook really presses the omega down and fucks like a beast into Taehyung’s sweet spot. Inside Taehyung, his raging heat continues to widen and lengthen upon the contact with the omega channel and within a stroke of a forceful thrust, Jungkook’s cock splits open into Taehyung’s child-birthing womb kickstarting the initiation of a knot.

“We’re knotting...just a little bit more you’re amazing…” Jungkook widens his eyes and moans this time too for he can feel the internal heat and warmth inside the omega wrapping so tightly around him.

Knotting is the most intimate process during mating itself and involves the alpha and the omega to be connected for many hours. It is usually very tiresome for the omega for he or she needs to take in the alpha’s length for hours on end but the rewards are sweet - by the end of the knotting process, the bond completes and a child is possibly made.

During the 4 hours of knotting, Taehyung has moments when he drifts into sleep from exhaustion, moments when he is crying from the pain of Jungkook’s length ripping further into his insides, moments when he is smiling from how beautiful this whole mating process is and moments when he is just talking to Jungkook as if they are on a romantic date.

In fact, there is nothing less romantic than this - a mating that is emotional yet primal at the same time fulfilling everything they both need as soulmates.

Finally, the knot completes and this time it is Jungkook who is crying out from sensational shock. He forcefully ejaculates buckets of load into Taehyung causing the omega to squirm slightly but otherwise he takes it well.

Taehyung can feel it, a new life forming within him. He smiles radiantly though he is tired from their first night together.
“I love you Jungkook. I think we’ll have a baby after tonight,” Taehyung murmurs softly in satisfaction.

Upon hearing that, Jungkook who has calmed down closes in to land a gentle kiss on the love of his life and says he loves him too.

Thanks for reading, that's really the end of this fanfiction now uwu T.T
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Chapter Summary

Some more fics for yall to read~

Hey guys thanks for reading this fanfic! This story originated as a thread fic where I posted on twitter which then became popular so I posted a full story for this idea. Hope you enjoyed reading this short and simple hunger games themed story!

If you're interested, do check out my other stories:

1. You're Mine Daddy (VKOOK) - mafia!gang!AU, crack writing style.

2. Torn (VMON, VHOPE, VKOOK, MINJOON, SOPE) - ABO dynamics, highly torturous, abuse, pain, angst, suicidal thoughts, humiliation but damn I think this might be a meaningful read.

3. 風_尘 | G H O S T C I T Y (SEULRENE) - new oneshot, recommend this if you like angst. I've only posted this on asianfanfics though, haven't posted it on ao3 yet.
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That's all I have for y'all and peace out~
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This fanfic has been translated to Russian by one of my readers. You can read it here if you are interested.

Anyway, a point to note is that I do not allow the translation of this fanfic unless I have known about it and accepted the request. If you do want to translate this to other languages be it here or on other sites, please kindly seek my permission first, I would appreciate it :)

Anyway, I am shocked by the amount of attention and love this short fanfiction received.

My only regret is that it is only a brief imagine AU which means the story and characters aren't developed fully.

Still, thank you for reading this and I hope it made you a little happier after viewing this. Ciao~

Please [drop by the archive and comment](#) to let the author know if you enjoyed their work!